RE: Image Permission Request
3 messages

Eric Ho <ericho@uwo.ca>  Fri, May 8, 2020 at 12:10 PM
To: Mary Douglas <maryd@vt.edu>

Hi Mary,

Attached is the original picture for your use in your thesis. Photo credit ‘The Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory, UWO’. You don’t have to get permission from JWEIA this way.

Eric Ho

From: ericho@blwtl.uwo.ca <ericho@blwtl.uwo.ca> On Behalf Of Mary Douglas
Sent: May-04-20 4:53 PM
To: Eric Ho <ericho@uwo.ca>
Subject: Image Permission Request

Dr. Ho,

I am a Master’s student at Virginia Tech working on my thesis titled “Sensitivity of Steel Purlins to Changes in Application of Wind Loads”. I am writing to ask your permission to use the image attached below from your paper titled "The UWO contribution to the NIST aerodynamic database for wind loads on low buildings: Part 1. Archiving format and basic aerodynamic data". If this is okay, please let me know if there are any specific citation requirements. I also submitted a request to the Journal of Wind Engineering for permission to use the image.

Thank you,

Mary Douglas
Dr. Ho,

I spoke with my committee this week, and they suggested I include the following 3 images in my thesis introduction and literature review. Would it be possible to use the same crediting method that you previously provided for these photos?

Thank you,
Mary Douglas
Hi Mary,

Again, attached are the original pictures so you can use the same crediting method.

Eric Ho

3 attachments

m42.jpg
539K

m41.jpg
531K
I am a Master's student at Virginia Tech, writing my thesis on the Sensitivity of Steel Purlins to Changes in Application of Wind Loads. I am interested in using 2 figures from ASCE 7-16 in the publication of my thesis. The figures I am seeking permission to use are 26.5-1B and 30.3-2A. Please let me know if you need any further information, or have specific guidelines for citation.

Thank you,
Mary Douglas

Dear Mary,

Thank you for your inquiry. You have permission to reuse figures 26.5-1B and 30.3-2A from Minimum Design Loads and Associated Criteria for Buildings and Other Structures (Standard ASCE/SEI 7/16) in your thesis provided these figures in total do not account for more than 25% of the new work.

A full credit line must be added to the material being reprinted. For reuse in non-ASCE publications, add the words "With permission from ASCE" to your source citation. For Intranet posting, add the following additional notice: “This material may be downloaded for personal use only. Any other use requires prior permission of the American Society of Civil Engineers. This material may be found at [URL/link of abstract in the ASCE Library or Civil Engineering Database].”

Each license is unique, covering only the terms and conditions specified in it. Even if you have obtained a license for certain ASCE copyrighted content, you will need to obtain another license if you plan to reuse that content outside the terms of the existing license. For example: If you already have a license to reuse a figure in a journal, you still need a new license to use the same figure in a magazine. You need a separate license for each edition.

Sincerely,

Leslie Connelly
Manager, Publications Marketing
American Society of Civil Engineers

1801 Alexander Bell Drive
Reston, VA 20191

PERMISSIONS@asce.org
A full credit line must be added to the material being reprinted. For reuse in non-ASCE publications, add the words "With permission from ASCE" to your source citation. For Intranet posting, add the following additional notice: "This material may be downloaded for personal use only. Any other use requires prior permission of the American Society of Civil Engineers. This material may be found at [URL/link of abstract in the ASCE Library or Civil Engineering Database]."

To view ASCE Terms and Conditions for Permissions Requests: http://ascelibrary.org/page/ascetermsandconditionsforpermissionsrequests

Each license is unique, covering only the terms and conditions specified in it. Even if you have obtained a license for certain ASCE copyrighted content, you will need to obtain another license if you plan to reuse that content outside the terms of the existing license. For example: If you already have a license to reuse a figure in a journal, you still need a new license to use the same figure in a magazine. You need separate license for each edition.

Authors may post the final draft of their work on open, unrestricted Internet sites or deposit it in an institutional repository when the draft contains a link to the bibliographic record of the published version in the ASCE Library or Civil Engineering Database. "Final draft" means the version submitted to ASCE after peer review and prior to copyediting or other ASCE production activities; it does not include the copyedited version, the page proof, or a PDF of the published version.

For more information on how an author may reuse their own material, please view: http://asclibrary.org/page/informationforasceauthorsreusingyourownmaterial

[Quoted text hidden]
Dr. Charney,

I wanted to ask your permission to use a figure from your paper "A Transformational Approach to Teaching Matrix Structural Analysis", with appropriate citation. I have attached a copy of the image below.

Thank you,
Mary Douglas

---

Finley Charney <fcharney@vt.edu>
To: Mary Douglas <maryd96@vt.edu>  
Mon, May 4, 2020 at 7:07 PM

Mary,

Permission granted.

Thanks,
Dr. Charney

Sent from my iPhone

> On May 4, 2020, at 4:23 PM, Mary Douglas <maryd96@vt.edu> wrote:
> >
> >
> > Dr. Charney,
> >
> > I wanted to ask your permission to use a figure from your paper "A Transformational Approach to Teaching Matrix Structural Analysis".